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INTRODUCTION
============

The permeation and gating processes of ion channels are frequently treated as two independent processes. However, there is increasing evidence to support the idea that the selectivity filter may play a role in the gating conformational changes of potassium channels. This evidence comes from four classes of results. First, mutations near or in the selectivity filter of several potassium channels have been found to alter permeation and gating. Backbone mutations in the selectivity filter (the key amide carbonyls in the selectivity filter were changed to ester carbonyls) of K~IR~2.1 were found to have significant effects on gating ([@bib37]). In *Shaker* channels, a mutation near the selectivity filter, T442S, was found to induce subconductance levels that were coupled to activation ([@bib61]). The mutation Y293W in BK channels was found to decrease the open time in single channel records for inward currents only ([@bib29]). Neutralization of a neighboring residue in BK channels, D292N, had major effects on the biophysical properties of the channel ([@bib20]). These results strongly suggest that the selectivity filter dynamics can alter the gating processes of potassium channels.

Second, changes in gating have been observed for potassium channels in the presence of external ions such as rubidium and cesium. Specifically, the deactivation rate is reduced with external rubidium and cesium ([@bib57]; [@bib9], [@bib10]; [@bib40]). Barium block at certain sites in the BK channel selectivity filter altered gating ([@bib46],[@bib47]) ([@bib48]). [@bib15] found that external rubidium and cesium were able to slow the deactivation and increase the activation rate of BK channels. In this case, occupancy of the same site in the selectivity filter by rubidium or cesium prohibited channel closing ([@bib15]). Changes in the single channel kinetics with rubidium and thallium have been reported for several different potassium channels. Rubidium has consistently been reported to increase the open dwell time of BK ([@bib15]; [@bib44], [@bib45]), KcsA ([@bib30]), KCNQ1 ([@bib53]), ROMK2 ([@bib8]), and IRK1 channels ([@bib8]). On the other hand, thallium has been found to consistently reduce the open dwell times for several potassium channels: BK ([@bib4]), KcsA ([@bib30]), ROMK2 ([@bib7]; [@bib8]; [@bib38]), and IRK1 ([@bib8]).

Third, several experiments have demonstrated that occupancy in the selectivity filter of K~V~ channels can influence on-gating charge movement and activation ([@bib11]; [@bib12]), as well as the rate of off-gating charge movement and deactivation ([@bib6]; [@bib26]; [@bib59]). [@bib12] propose that the outer vestibule of the selectivity filter is in close proximity to the S4 voltage sensor and that structural perturbations of the selectivity filter by ion occupancy can affect voltage-sensing motions of the S4. In the absence of all internal and external potassium ions, *Shaker* channels were found to enter a stable, noninactivating, nonconducting conformation called the "defunct state" ([@bib17]; [@bib43]; [@bib33]).

Lastly, permeant ions and occupancy in the selectivity filter have been found to affect C-type inactivation in several voltage-gated potassium channels. Increasing the occupancy of the selectivity filter with external potassium or blocking ions decreased the rate of C type inactivation for *Shaker* and Kv channels ([@bib36]; [@bib2], [@bib3]; [@bib18]; [@bib27]; [@bib28]). Point mutations near the selectivity filter indirectly altered C type inactivation rates by reducing the occupancy of the selectivity filter ([@bib51], [@bib52]).

Recent crystallographic results have revealed how the low K^+^ form of the crystal structure depends on the identity of the permeating ion ([@bib62]). In these experiments, the KcsA structure was solved with different concentrations of potassium or thallium. The selectivity filter was found to adopt the same collapsed structure in low thallium or low potassium concentrations. The filter was found to switch sharply from the collapsed structure to the conducting structure at ∼20 mM potassium or at ∼80 mM thallium ([@bib62]). This persistence of the collapsed structure in the presence of higher concentrations of thallium indicates that thallium is not as effective as potassium at stabilizing the conducting structure.

BK channels have been extensively studied at the single channel and macroscopic levels. An allosteric model has been developed by Horrigan et al. ([@bib22], [@bib23]; [@bib24]) that can describe channel gating over a very wide range of calcium concentrations and voltages while also providing mechanistic insight into channel gating ([Scheme 1](#sc1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). However, even such detailed allosteric models are oversimplifications of channel gating. They do not account for short flicker closing events observed in the single channel data ([@bib13], [@bib54]; [@bib23]) or for the effect of permeating ions on channel gating.
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We have examined the gating properties of BK channels with different permeant ions to further understand the interactions between occupancy and gating. The allosteric model presented in [Scheme 1](#sc1){ref-type="disp-formula"} was applied to determine which aspects of BK channel gating were being altered by the permeant ion. The macroscopic and single channel kinetics in thallium solutions could both be accounted for by the addition of a short-lived nonconducting flicker state ([Scheme 2](#sc2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). This flicker state may be related to the collapsed structure of the selectivity filter seen with KcsA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Channel Expression
------------------

The wild-type BK channel construct used in these experiments was the mbr5 clone of the mouse *mslo* gene, which was provided by L. Salkoff (Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO). Several silent mutations were made throughout this clone to facilitate subcloning and mutagenesis. The mBr5 clone was propagated in a modified Blue Script vector BS-MXT (Stratagene) in the *Escherichia coli* strain DH5-α. cRNA was transcribed from this vector in vitro using the mMessage mMachine kit with T3 polymerase (Ambion). For macroscopic recordings, ∼0.05--0.5 ng of cRNA was injected into *Xenopus laevis* oocytes 2--8 d before recording. mBr5 was also incorporated into a mammalian expression vector containing the SV-40 promoter. HEK293 cells expressing the large T-antigen of the SV-40 virus promoter were cotransfected with *mBr5* and a transcript encoding green fluorescent protein was used as a transfection marker. Approximately 1 μg DNA was tranfected onto plates using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen).

Electrophysiology
-----------------

Excised patches, in inside-out and outside-out configurations, were transferred into a separate chamber and washed with at least 50 volumes of internal solution. All experiments were done at 22°C. Patches were allowed to stabilize for at least 5--10 min before recording. K currents were recorded with internal solutions containing (in mM) 100 mM KNO~3~, 20 mM HEPES, 4 HCl and 40 μM (+)-18-crown-6-tetracarboxylic acid (18C6TA) to chelate contaminating barium. "0 calcium" solutions contained 5 mM EGTA, reducing free calcium to ∼0.8 nM. Calcium solutions were buffered with HEDTA, EGTA, or NTA, depending on the targeted free concentration. Calcium concentrations were measured with a calcium electrode (Orion Research, Inc.). External potassium solutions contained (in mM) 100 KNO~3~, 20 HEPES, and 2 MgCl~2~. The pH for the internal and external solutions was adjusted to 7.2 with methane sulfonic acid (MES). For thallium solutions, KNO~3~ was replaced in all solutions by TlNO~3~. TlOH was added to account for the difference in activity between KNO~3~ and TlNO~3~. For *N*-methyl glucamine (NMG) and sucrose solutions, 100 mM N-methyl glucamine-methane sulfonate replaced KNO~3~, 200 mM sucrose replaced KNO~3~. Extreme care was taken to account for all junction potential errors. Junction potentials were measured for all possible solution configurations, and the data were adjusted accordingly. There was never any junction potential error \>7 mV.

Data were acquired at room temperature with an Axon 200-A patch clamp amplifier (Axon Instruments, Inc.) in the resistive feedback mode and a Macintosh-based computer system using Pulse acquisition software (HEKA Electronik) and the ITC-16 hardware interface (Instrutech Scientific Instruments). Unless otherwise indicated, currents were digitized at 20-μs intervals for macroscopic currents and 5-μs intervals for single channel currents. Experiments were low-pass filtered at 20 kHz using an external eight pole Bessel filter (Frequency Devices). Before macroscopic currents were analyzed, capacity and leak currents were subtracted using a P/5 leak subtraction protocol with a holding potential of −120 mV and voltage steps opposite in polarity to those in the experimental protocol. Patch pipettes were made with borosilicate glass (VWR Micropipettes) or thick walled 1010 glass (World Precision Instruments), coated with wax (KERR sticky wax) to minimize electrode capacitance and fire polished before being used. Pipette access resistance was measured in bath solutions (0.5--1.5 MΩ). For recordings with currents \>2 nA, the internal circuitry of the amplifier was used to compensate for at least 80% of the series resistance. For recordings with \<2 nA of current, the pipette access resistance was used to estimate the series resistance errors of the command voltage and corrections to this error were made to the command potential. For all kinetic measurements, there was \<5 mV series resistance error.

Data were analyzed using Igor Pro software (Wavemetrics) and single channel data were analyzed using the ScanApp analysis software developed by Dorothy Perkins and Dan Cox.

To record the GV curves, patches were held at −100 mV and then stepped to from −100 to 140 mV at 10-mV intervals for 20 ms and then stepped down to −80 mV. To increase the signal to noise ratio, 4--12 current families were recorded under identical conditions and averaged before display and analysis. The minimal inward current during the −80 mV voltage step (i.e., the "tail" current) was plotted as a function of the voltage of the preceding step. The normalized plot of these values is a measure of the channel\'s ability to open over a range of voltages. GV curves were fit with a Boltzmann function: G = {1 + exp\[−z(V − V~1/2~)/kT\]}^−1^.

The deactivation kinetics were measured by holding the membrane potential at 150 mV for 30 ms to open all of the channels and then stepping to a series of potentials (from −200 to +200 mV) at which the deactivation time constant was measured by a single exponential fit. The deactivation currents were fit with single order exponentials and the goodness of fit was evaluated. Near the reversal potential, fits were performed on small currents; the small size of the current created some variability in the fits. However, this variability was reduced when the deactivation rates from multiple patches were averaged (*n* = 13--17).

RESULTS
=======

Effects of Permeant Monovalent Cations on BK Channel Gating
-----------------------------------------------------------

Macroscopic BK channel currents were recorded in symmetrical solutions of potassium, rubidium, cesium, and thallium ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As previously described, changes in gating kinetics were observed with rubidium and cesium ([@bib15]). Rubidium and cesium both increased the activation rate and decreased the deactivation rate. For currents recorded in rubidium and cesium, there was no significant change in the range of voltages required to open the channel, as illustrated by the conductance versus voltage curve ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![BK channel currents recorded with four different permeant ions. (A) Currents recorded with 100 mM symmetrical potassium, rubidium, cesium, and thallium. (B) The conductance versus voltage curve from currents recorded in symmetrical potassium (squares), symmetrical cesium (triangles), symmetrical rubidium (diamonds), and symmetrical thallium (circles). Thallium produced a significant shift in the GV curve to higher potentials as analyzed by a shift in the V~1/2~ of the Boltzmann fit (by ANOVA, P = 6.87 × 10^−8^), unlike cesium and rubidium (P = 0.845 for cesium and P = 0.954 for rubidium). Thallium, rubidium, and cesium all changed the slope of the GV curve. Thallium alters the gating of BK channels: (C) Currents in response to a 200-mV voltage step traces recorded from the same patch. Currents were normalized to the maximal steady-state current for both symmetrical potassium (black) and symmetrical thallium (gray). (D) Inward tail currents in response to a −80-mV pulse. These currents were preceded by a +200-mV pulse. Currents are normalized to the peak of the tail current. Solutions are either symmetrical potassium (black) or symmetrical thallium (gray). All currents were recorded with 300 μM internal calcium.](jgp1270557f01){#fig1}

Symmetrical thallium ions were found to have a dramatic effect on the range of voltages at which the channels open ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), shifting the GV curve by approximately +38 mV. [Fig. 1 (C and D)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows paired current traces from patches recorded with either symmetrical potassium or symmetrical thallium. Thallium slows the activation and deactivation of BK channels.

Permeating Thallium Alters Channel Kinetics
-------------------------------------------

The effects of symmetrical thallium on gating could arise from either thallium occupancy of the pore, an action of thallium at an internal or external site on the channel protein, or both. If thallium is acting on the channel as it passes through the permeation pathway, it would be predicted that the kinetics would only be altered when thallium is primarily occupying the selectivity filter. The selectivity filter can be selectively occupied by controlling the internal solution and the direction of the current.

The deactivation kinetics were measured under four conditions: symmetrical thallium, symmetrical potassium, internal potassium with external thallium, and internal thallium with external potassium. The deactivation kinetics displayed a dramatic dependence on the direction of current flow. A plot of the deactivation time constants as a function of voltage for data with internal potassium is shown in [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} with either external potassium or external thallium. At positive potentials, potassium was the permeating ion and primarily occupied the selectivity filter. At these voltages, the deactivation rate constants were not affected by the external thallium and corresponded to the deactivation rate seen in symmetrical potassium. At negative potentials, current was flowing from the external side of the membrane to the internal side. The deactivation rate constants from currents recorded with external thallium abruptly shifted at the reversal potential, reflecting the slower kinetics induced by thallium. At negative potentials, a difference was seen in the rate constants between inward potassium currents and inward thallium currents. The same dependence on deactivation rate with permeating ion was seen with internal thallium and external thallium or potassium ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). At positive potentials above the reversal potential, the outward current corresponds to the slower thallium deactivation time constants. The kinetics with external potassium abruptly shifted at the reversal potential to slower deactivation rates as internal thallium primarily occupied the selectivity filter. Taken together, these results argue strongly that the effects of thallium on tail current kinetics occur as a result of thallium occupancy in the channel.

![Deactivation rates shift at the reversal potential under biionic conditions. (A) Deactivation rates from data collected in symmetrical potassium (solid black squares) or internal potassium with external thallium (open gray squares). (B) Deactivation rates from data collected in symmetrical thallium (solid gray circles) or internal thallium with external potassium (open black circles). Each data point is the mean ± SEM. For symmetrical potassium, *n* = 19, symmetrical thallium, *n* = 17, internal thallium with external potassium, *n* = 15, internal potassium with external thallium, *n* = 13. Zero internal calcium.](jgp1270557f02){#fig2}

The abrupt change in kinetics at the reversal potential suggests that the selectivity filter undergoes a surprisingly steeply voltage-dependent change of occupancy at the reversal potential. Such a steep voltage dependence of occupancy is compatible with the high conductance and well-documented ion--ion interactions in BK channels. Strong ion interactions would lead to a large flux-ratio exponent ([@bib21]), which would be expected to tightly correlate the unidirectional fluxes and net fluxes, causing a steep voltage dependence to the change in the directionality of the net flux at the reversal potential.

Effects of Thallium on Steady-state Gating
------------------------------------------

As shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, thallium shifts the range of voltages required to open the channel to higher potentials. Is this effect on the steady-state kinetics due to thallium interacting through the selectivity filter or somewhere else in the channel?

To address this question, currents were recorded under two biionic conditions: external potassium with internal thallium and external thallium with internal potassium. If thallium can only alter the GV from one side of the membrane, and not via the permeation pathway, then a shift in the GV curve would be expected for only one of these conditions. If thallium is shifting the GV by a site on the external face of the channel, a shift in the GV would be seen only in conditions containing external thallium.

The GV shifted relative to symmetrical potassium for both biionic conditions. As shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the V~1/2~ for symmetrical potassium was −29.8 ± 8.657 mV (*n* = 29), for internal potassium with external thallium it was −7.01 ± 8.52 mV (*n* = 15), and for internal thallium with external potassium it was −0.09 ± 6.3 mV (*n* = 17). For symmetrical thallium, the V~1/2~ was 3.75 ± 7.49 mV (*n* = 21). If thallium is acting on the channel through the permeation pathway alone, then the ion carrying the current will dictate the gating behavior of the channel. Since the GV curves for the two biionic solutions straddle the reversal potential, potassium and thallium would both carry the current at voltages where the GV curve is determined. This would potentially create a smaller shift in the GV than if thallium alone were permeating.

![The gating of BK channels is influenced differently by internal and external thallium solutions. (A) The GV curve of BK channels recorded in four conditions: symmetrical potassium (solid black squares), internal potassium with external thallium (open black squares), internal thallium with external potassium (open gray circles), and symmetrical thallium (closed gray circles). The solid lines are fits with Boltzmann curve. (B) Box plots of the half activation, V~1/2~, from the Boltzmann fits for the four conditions. (C) Box plots of the z values from the Boltzmann fits. Box plots display the median and the 10th, 25th, 75th, and 90th percentiles. All data was recorded in 300 μM internal calcium.](jgp1270557f03){#fig3}

The GV shift by thallium was further analyzed under conditions in which only one kind of ion is passing through the selectivity filter. A consistent change in the slope (z) of the GV curve is seen along with its shift to more positive voltages. This effect of thallium depends on the sidedness of thallium action. This slope of the GV curve was 1.31 ± 0.27 (*n* = 17) for internal potassium with external thallium and 1.79 ± 0.15 (*n* = 15) for internal thallium with external potassium.

A series of experiments was performed with the non permeant ion NMG in order to assess the effect of the charge carrying ion on the GV curve. All of the permeant ions on one side of the membrane were replaced with NMG. Conditions were selected so that all currents would only be going through the membrane in one direction over the range of activation voltages. For example, to investigate how the internal ion alters gating in the BK channel, all external permeant ions were replaced by NMG, and the internal calcium concentration was lowered to 2 μM so that the channels would require more positive voltages to activate. The patches were stepped from 0 to 210 mV and the tails were recorded at 5 mV. Under these conditions, the selectivity filter could only be populated by the internal ion.

[Fig. 4 (A and B)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows data from patches recorded with external NMG and either internal potassium or thallium solutions. Internal thallium shifted the GV curve by ∼33 mV relative to internal potassium. While the shift in the GV curve was similar to the shift seen with symmetrical solutions (∼30 mV), the slope of the GV was found not to significantly differ between conditions with internal potassium (z = 1.84 ± 0.07, *n* = 5) and internal thallium (z = 1.85 ± 0.02, *n* = 6) by ANOVA, P = 0.9993. These results indicate that thallium is acting on the channel via the permeation pathway or the internal face of the channel to shift the V~1/2~. The change in slope seen with symmetrical and external thallium/internal potassium solutions seems to be due to an interaction between thallium and an external site.

![Gating effect from internal permeant ions. (A) Currents from an inside-out patch with external NMG and internal potassium. (B) Currents from an inside-out patch with external NMG and internal thallium. (C) The GV curves from multiple experiments. (D) Box plots of the V~1/2~ from Boltzmann fits of all the data with external NMG. (E) Box plots of the z values from Boltzmann fits (*n* = 6 for potassium and *n* = 5 for thallium). (F) Currents from an inside-out patch with internal NMG and external potassium. (G) Currents from an inside-out patch with internal NMG and external thallium. (H) The GV from multiple experiments. (I) Box plots of the V~1/2~ from Boltzmann fits of all the data with external NMG. (J) Box plots of the z values from Boltzmann fits. (*n* = 11 for potassium and *n* = 13 for thallium).](jgp1270557f04){#fig4}

To investigate any potential interactions between thallium and the external face of the channel, the opposite NMG experiment was performed. All of the internal permeant ions were replaced by NMG, and either thallium or potassium solutions were external. The internal calcium concentration was raised to 300 μM so the channels would be active at negative voltages below the reversal potential. As shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (F and G), the GV was shifted by ∼38 mV. This shift indicates that thallium does not need to interact with the intracellular face of the channel to induce the GV curve shift. However, the shift in V~1/2~ from external ions flowing inward is compounded by a reduction in the slope of the GV curve. For external potassium, the z value was 1.4 ± 0.11, and for external thallium it was 1.1 ± 0.10 . The shift in the V~1/2~ is larger for this set of conditions than when thallium carried outward current, and it is likely due to this additional effect of external thallium on the GV curve\'s slope along with the effect of the thallium and the permeation pathway.

The slopes from the GV curves of currents recorded with internal NMG solutions were shallower than the slope from currents recorded with internal permeant ions (1.4 ± 0.16 for symmetrical thallium and 1.84 ± 0.27 for symmetrical potassium). Extra care was taken to correct for any artifacts arising from nonconducting solutions (junction potential shifts, series resistance). However, it is possible that this change in slope may be a result of complications from the absence of permeant ions on one side of the membrane. NMG has been shown to compete with potassium for a site in the internal vestibule ([@bib32]); therefore NMG may have an unpredictable effect on pore occupancy under these conditions. To rule out a specific effect of NMG on the permeation pathway, these experiments were repeated with internal sucrose. The reduction in the GV curve slope was similar with internal NMG or sucrose.

From these results, it can be concluded that thallium can shift the GV curve to more positive voltages from either side of the membrane. In addition, external thallium causes the GV curve to be shallower. This reduction in slope contributes to the larger V~1/2~ shift observed in conditions with external thallium. Thallium has two different effects on BK channel gating: one is the parallel shift in GV from ions passing through the permeation pathway, and the other is the reduction of the slope of the GV curve caused by external thallium ions.

Shifting the GV Curve with Increasing Mole Fractions of Thallium
----------------------------------------------------------------

To establish how the concentration of permeating thallium affected the shift in the GV curve, currents were recorded from patches with external potassium and internal solutions with varying concentrations of thallium relative to potassium.

The V~1/2~ was shifted to higher potentials as the fraction of thallium in the internal solution was increased. These experiments were done with 2 μM internal calcium. The channels would primarily be open at more positive potentials and the currents outward. The V~1/2~ from these experiments are plotted in [Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The V~1/2~ stopped increasing at 40--50 mM internal thallium and remained constant as the fraction of thallium was increased further.

![The shift in the GV curve as internal potassium is replaced by thallium. (A) V~1/2~ from Boltzmann curve fits plotted as a function of the concentration of internal thallium. (B) The single channel current at 70 mV as a function of the concentration of internal thallium. The different symbols represent data recorded from different patches. All patches were recorded in external potassium and 50 μM internal calcium. The osmolarity is balanced by potassium.](jgp1270557f05){#fig5}

[Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the single channel current amplitude at 70 mV for several patches recorded under the same conditions as the data shown in [Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Potassium is able to permeate better than thallium, so when potassium is the only internal permeant ion, outward currents are ∼13 pA. As the potassium is replaced by thallium, the single channel current decreases as internal thallium is increased. At ∼40 mM, the single channel current magnitude does not change as potassium is replaced by thallium. The thallium concentration dependence is similar for the GV curve shift and the single channel current, further supporting the idea that the effect of thallium on gating occurs as a result of pore occupancy.

Application of Scheme I: Thallium Does Not Alter the Calcium Activation Pathway
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine how permeating thallium is altering the gating of the BK channel, the model shown in [Scheme 1](#sc1){ref-type="disp-formula"} was applied. [Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the currents recorded from two patches recorded with three different internal calcium concentrations and either symmetrical potassium or symmetrical thallium.

![Calcium activation of BK channels in symmetrical potassium and thallium solutions. (A) Two patches with either symmetrical potassium (black) or symmetrical thallium (gray) at three different calcium concentrations. (B) Averages of GV curves from multiple voltage families from the patch shown in A. (C) Plot of V~1/2~ from Boltzmann fits at multiple calcium concentrations for symmetrical potassium solutions (black squares) and symmetrical thallium solutions (gray circles). (D) The difference in the V~1/2~ at each calcium concentration for symmetrical thallium and potassium. (E) The z values from Boltzmann fits of GV curves from patches with external potassium (black squares) or external thallium (gray circles).](jgp1270557f06){#fig6}

In the absence of calcium (10 mM internal EGTA), thallium altered the GV curve much as it does at higher calcium concentrations. There was an ∼32-mV shift to higher potentials in the V~1/2~ of the GV curve. To alter the activity of the channel in the absence of calcium, thallium would have to be altering a gating process that does not require calcium binding such as voltage sensor activation or channel opening. However, even though these results in the absence of internal calcium show that thallium alters a gating mechanism different from calcium dependence, they do not rule out the possibility of additional effects of thallium on the calcium activation mechanism.

To understand further how thallium alters BK channel gating, the GV were measured for both symmetrical thallium and symmetrical potassium at seven calcium concentrations: 0, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, and 300 μM. For all seven calcium concentrations, currents recorded in symmetrical thallium had approximately the same shift in the GV curves compared with currents recorded in symmetrical potassium. The V~1/2~ values are plotted as a function of calcium concentration for both symmetrical potassium and symmetrical thallium solutions in [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The difference in V~1/2~ as a function of calcium is shown in [Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. These results show clearly that the thallium-induced shift in activation to more positive voltages is independent of calcium concentration.

[Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows that the external thallium-induced change in GV curve slope is also independent of calcium concentration. With symmetrical potassium solutions, the slope of the GV curve is around 1.6 ± 0.2 in the absence of internal calcium. GV curves from currents recorded with symmetrical thallium solutions consistently decreased the slope by 20%, to 1.3 ± 0.14.

Application of the Coupled Allosteric Model
-------------------------------------------

The coupled allosteric model ([Scheme 1](#sc1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was used to fit the GV curves from currents recorded with potassium or thallium solutions. To simplify the analysis, the shift in the GV curves caused by permeating thallium was examined independently of the external effect of thallium. This was done by limiting the data to experiments with external potassium and either internal potassium or thallium. Curves from data recorded with different calcium concentrations were fit simultaneously ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). For curve fitting, one or two parameters were allowed to vary while the others were constrained. The results of these fits are in [Table II](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Steady-state Parameters

                                                                             *L~0~*          *Q*        *z*        *V~hC~*   *K~D~*   *C*   *D*   *E*
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- --------- -------- ----- ----- -----
  Parameters that describe symmetrical potassium                             1.67 × 10^−6^   0.3 *e*    0.58 *e*   150 mV    11 μM    8     30    2.4
  Parameters that can account for external thallium, *L* and *Q*             9.7 × 10^−7^    −0.3 *e*   0.58 *e*   150 mV    11 μM    8     30    2.4
  Parameters that can account for external thallium, *L*, *D*, and *V~hC~*   4 × 10^−8^      0.3 *e*    0.58 *e*   84 mV     11 μM    8     15    2.4
  Parameters that can account for permeating thallium                        2.3 × 10^−5^    0.3 *e*    0.58 *e*   150 mV    11 μM    8     30    2.4

![Simultaneous fits of GV curves with the allosteric model of [Scheme 1](#sc1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The top graph has data from three different calcium concentrations in symmetrical potassium solutions. The solid lines are fits with the 70-state model. All the calcium concentrations were simultaneously fit. The lower graph has data from the same patch in the top panel, except with internal thallium and three concentrations of calcium. The solid curves are fit with the [Scheme 1](#sc1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.](jgp1270557f07){#fig7}

Simultaneous fits of GV curves with the coupled allosteric model revealed that the vast majority of the effect of permeating thallium could be accounted for by increasing L, the closed to open transition equilibrium constant. The fits of the data were not improved if any of the other parameters were allowed to vary. This result indicates that permeating thallium is disrupting the equilibrium between the open and closed states of the channel while not altering the voltage or calcium activation pathways.

The external effect of thallium was also examined by fitting GV curves with the coupled allosteric model ([Scheme 1](#sc1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). GV curves from data recorded with either external thallium or external potassium and various calcium concentrations with internal potassium were fit simultaneously. The external effect of thallium could be accounted for in two ways. First of all, reasonable fits to the data were achieved by changing both L, the equilibrium constant between the open and closed states, and by reversing the sign of Q, the voltage dependence assigned to L. A change in the sign of Q would indicate that charges may move in the opposite direction across the electric field upon channel opening in the presence of external thallium. However, this change in sign would predict the deactivation time constants to increase at very negative voltages, which is inconsistent with our data ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). If the value of Q was constrained and L alone allowed to vary, the fits were slightly off at the base of the GV curves.

However, the external effect of thallium could also be reproduced with the model by changing L along with D, the allosteric factor describing interactions between voltage sensor activation and channel opening, as well as V~hC,~, the half activation voltage of the closed state of the channel. As shown in [Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, D is the factor by which opening of the channel is enhanced by voltage sensor activation, and V~hC~ is the voltage at which the voltage sensors are half activated in the closed state. Changes with these parameters would indicate that external permeant ions are altering the response of the voltage sensors (i.e., J) and/or altering the ability of the voltage sensors to promote opening (i.e., D). Unfortunately, it is impossible to differentiate the effects of external thallium on voltage sensor activation and allosteric activation with this data. Hence, the exact mechanism of the external effect of thallium on voltage activation remains elusive.

Fitting Data at Very Low Opening Probability
--------------------------------------------

For the coupled allosteric model to account for the permeating effect of thallium, a change in L alone was sufficient. Fitting the GV curve with the model was a useful way to isolate parameters that have been potentially altered in the gating process. To further test the hypothesis that the open--closed equilibrium (L) is primarily being altered when thallium is permeating the channel, data collected at very low open probabilities were fit with the model. At these very low voltages it is possible to isolate opening and closing transitions without activation of voltage sensors ([@bib23]).

The voltage dependence of the opening probability at very low voltages is an estimate of Q. If there is a change in the concerted opening voltage dependence, then the slope of the low open probability plot would be expected to change. The open probability (NP~O~) was measured with inside-out patches that contained hundreds to thousands of channels, and was estimated in two separate ways: NP~O~ was determined from all-points amplitude histograms by measuring the fraction of time spent (P~K~) at each open level (k) using a half-amplitude criteria and summing their contributions NP~O~ = ΣkP~K~. NP~O~ was also determined by fitting P~K~ with a Poisson distribution P~K~ = *e* ^−NPo^(NP~O~)^k^/k!. Both of these methods resulted in NP~O~ values that agreed within 3% consistent with the assumption that the observed currents represent the activity of a large uniform population of channels opening with very low probability ([@bib24]; [@bib23]). Plots of NP~O~ are shown for several different patches in [Fig. 8 (A and B)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}.

![NP~O~ for external potassium and external thallium. NP~O~ versus voltage plots from these two patches are being used as an example because their Ns are in the same range. (A) NP~O~ at very low voltages for external potassium with internal potassium (solid black circles) or internal thallium (solid gray circles). (B) NP~O~ at very low voltages for a patch with external thallium and with internal potassium (open black circles) or internal thallium (open gray squares). (C) Fit of logP~O~ with the seventy state allosteric model. The opening probability over a very wide range of voltages for symmetrical potassium (black circles) and from −160 to 0 mV external thallium with internal potassium and from 0 to +300 mV internal thallium with external potassium (gray circles).](jgp1270557f08){#fig8}

The slopes of the NP~O~ voltage curves did not significantly differ for currents recorded with symmetrical potassium (0.35 ± 0.116, *n* = 11) or with external thallium and internal potassium (0.36 ± 0.15, *n* = 12). This lack of change in slope indicates that the voltage dependence of the concerted opening transition is not altered by external or permeating thallium. Therefore external thallium is probably altering the voltage activation of the channel by acting through the voltage sensor activation pathway.

To test the results more completely, plots of the logP~O~V curve were fit with the coupled allosteric model. For these experiments, the opening probability was measured over a very wide range of voltages (−160 to 300 mV). This wide range of voltages presented a problem: external thallium alters the voltage activation of the channel and measurements of the opening probability at negative voltages with permeating thallium require external thallium. However, the NP~O~V plots indicated that there was no significant difference in the voltage dependence of the opening probability with internal and external thallium at these voltages ([Fig. 8, A and B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, from ANOVA, with mean slopes of 0.35 and standard deviation of 0.02 for potassium and mean of 0.37 and standard deviation of 0.06 for thallium, P = 0.89). The permeating effect of thallium could be isolated from the external effect by using data from patches with internal potassium and external thallium for negative voltages and data from patches with external potassium and internal thallium for positive voltages. In this way, P~O~ was estimated from the NP~O~ when the number of channels could be approximated. [Fig. 8 C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows a plot of the logP~O~ for permeating thallium and symmetrical potassium. The points presented in [Fig. 8 C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} are data from one experiment in which currents were recorded at a very wide range of voltages. The solid lines are from fits with the coupled allosteric model with values from simultaneously fitting data from multiple experiments. The permeating thallium data were fit with all of the same parameters as the potassium data with only L being the free parameter. Allowing the other free parameters to vary independently along with L did not improve the overall fit.

Thallium Increases the Flicker of the BK Single Channels
--------------------------------------------------------

As reported previously for BK channels ([@bib4]), the single channel conductance of thallium is ∼20% less than that of potassium. The currents shown in [Fig. 9 (A and B)](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} were recorded with external NMG in the pipette. The two traces are from the same patch with either internal potassium or internal thallium. These currents were recorded with 10 mM internal EGTA and no added calcium.

![Single channels currents from the same inside-out patch. (A and B) The external solution (pipette) contained 100 mM NMG and the internal solution (bath) contained either 100 mM potassium or 105 mM thallium. This data was recorded at +150 mV with 0 μM internal calcium. (C and D) Open and closed dwell time histograms from the same patch shown in A and B. Black bins are from currents measured with internal potassium and gray bins are from currents measured with internal thallium.](jgp1270557f09){#fig9}

As can be observed from the single channel records in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, thallium increases the number of short flicker closings. These short closing events have been previously characterized ([@bib4]; [@bib54]; [@bib58]). The open and closed durations are plotted in dwell time histograms ([Fig. 9, C and D](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). There is a larger proportion of longer open dwell times for the potassium data than for the thallium data. The average time that the channel spent in the open conductance level before closing was ∼1.1 ms with potassium as the internal ion, whereas with thallium as the permeant ion, the average time that the channel spent at the open conductance level before closing was around 250 μs. Channels conducting thallium stay open for briefer times than channels conducting potassium.

The closed duration histograms also reveal differences in gating induced by thallium. As mentioned earlier, the P~O~ for the channel with internal potassium was higher than the P~O~ with internal thallium. The histograms for both the internal potassium and internal thallium data have two easily distinguished populations of closed times; one with a mean closed duration of ∼8 ms and another with a mean of ∼100 μs. The P~O~ measured from these traces is ∼0.4 with internal potassium and ∼0.2 for internal thallium. When thallium is the conducting ion, the short flicker closed events far outnumber the longer closed events. The increased number of short flicker events is primarily responsible for the decreased P~O~ for thallium currents.

How is flicker dependent on the concentration of thallium? To answer this question, single channel currents were recorded at 70 mV with external potassium and a varying mole fraction of thallium and potassium in the internal solution. [Fig. 10 A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows how the mean open time decreased as the fraction of thallium was increased.

![Mole fraction effects on the mean open time and number of openings per burst. At point 0 on the x axis, the internal solutions is 100 mM potassium. The potassium in the internal solution was replaced by thallium until the internal thallium concentration was 100 mM. Potassium solutions were external for all experiments and the membrane potential was held at 70 mV. (A) The mean open time decreased as thallium replaced potassium. (B) The number of openings per burst increased as the fraction of thallium increased.](jgp1270557f10){#fig10}

A useful metric for assessing the prevalence of the flicker closed states is examining the number of openings separated by brief flicker closed events. The sets of openings, or bursts, are separated by longer-lived closed events. For this analysis, bursts were defined as series of openings that were separated by closing events \>1 ms. To determine how sensitive the data were to the burst criteria, the data were analyzed with closed-time cutoffs with 500 μs, 750 μs, and 1.1 ms; the results were found not to significantly differ in this range of burst criteria. As internal thallium replaced internal potassium, the number of openings per burst increased until the internal thallium was ∼50 mM and then remained constant ([Fig. 10 B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). The mean open duration also followed a similar pattern, decreasing until the internal solution was ∼50 mM and then not changing as the fraction of thallium was increased. Both the decrease in open time and the increase in flicker are dependent on the concentration of thallium and correlate with the mole fraction effects seen with the GV shift induced by internal thallium, and single channel current amplitudes ([Fig. 5, A and B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For all four phenomena, the channel gating behavior is altered as potassium is replaced by thallium over similar concentrations: the single channel current decreases, the GV shifts to higher potentials, the number of flicker-closed events increases, and the mean open time decreases.

An additional experiment was performed to further test the theory that thallium is inducing this increase in flicker by acting through the permeation pathway. In these experiments, single channel currents were recorded with external potassium in the pipette. The concentration of internal permeant ion (either potassium or thallium) was decreased while the osmolarity of the internal solution was adjusted with different concentrations of impermeant species NMG or sucrose. It is assumed in this case that the selectivity filter will be occupied by external permeant ions at positive potentials when the internal solution lacks permeant ions. As permeant ions are added to the internal solution, it is expected that the selectivity filter will gradually be occupied by ions from the internal solution. As permeant ions are readily available on both sides of the membrane, the selectivity filter will be primarily occupied by the internal ion at positive potentials.

The results of these experiments are shown in [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}. The currents recorded with increasing potassium solutions show a fairly constant mean open duration at potassium concentrations \>40 mM. The mean open durations with internal potassium at concentrations \<40 mM are slightly reduced. This reduction in mean open duration is most likely due to contamination by false threshold crossing by noise as the single channel current decreased. The noise was approximately on the order of 0.2--0.5 pA and the smallest single channel current was on the order of 1--2 pA for potassium solutions and 0.7--1.2 pA for thallium solutions. As a result of this, the potassium data is skewed a bit to lower mean open times at lower potassium concentrations. This same influence of noise is probably also corrupting the data from internal thallium concentrations. However, as thallium is increased, the mean open duration decreases. For currents recorded with internal thallium, the number of openings per burst increased as the concentration of thallium increased until thallium was ∼40 mM and then saturated. The number of openings per burst did not show any dependence on the concentration of internal potassium.

![Concentration dependence of the mean open time and number of openings per burst. Increasing concentrations of potassium (black squares) had little to no effect on the mean open time and number of openings per burst. However, increasing concentrations of thallium (gray circles) decreased the mean open time and increases the number of openings per burst. Membrane potential was held at 70 mV.](jgp1270557f11){#fig11}

Flicker at Low Opening Probability
----------------------------------

To investigate how permeant thallium is affecting the concerted opening transition of BK channels, the single channel behavior was investigated under conditions where the probability of a single channel opening event would be very low. Recordings were made in the presence of internal EGTA at negative voltages (−160 to −40 mV). Under these conditions, calcium is not present to activate the channel, so the coupled allosteric model can be simplified to a 10-state MWC model with voltage sensor activation in subunits activating the channel. At very low voltages, there is an extremely low probability that any voltage sensors would be activating.

Under these conditions, a single channel has an open probability \<10^−6^. Currents were recorded from traces with hundreds to thousands of channels in the patch. Because of the very low opening probability for each channel, under these conditions two opening events occurring at the same time was extremely rare.

According to the model, there are only a very small number of states being visited under these conditions. Normally, methods of fitting duration histograms could yield information about the kinetic rates between the states and be used to refine the kinetic model. This method of analysis has not been done here for two reasons: the limited resolution of very short events and the large number of channels in each patch.

Even though the lifetimes of many events are not resolved due to bandwidth limitations, longer events are still detected. It is reasonable to assume that comparison of detected open dwell times between potassium and thallium would still yield information about how thallium alters gating at low opening probability. [Fig. 12 A](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} plots the average measured open duration for currents recorded with either external thallium or potassium and internal potassium. The measured open time for potassium is ∼20% longer than the average open time for thallium.

![(A) Mean open time (overestimate) from patches containing multiple channels. Symbols are the average ± SEM of mean open durations from patches with symmetrical potassium (black squares, *n* = 10) or internal potassium and external thallium (gray circles, *n* = 9). (B) Average number of openings per burst recorded at very low P~O~ for currents recorded with potassium (black squares, *n* = 10) and symmetrical thallium (gray circles, *n* = 11).](jgp1270557f12){#fig12}

For these data, the number of very short flicker closings observed during opening events was analyzed ([Fig. 12 B](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis is based on the assumption that the flicker closing events seen during an opening event from one channel are due to gating events from that same channel. Under these conditions there were no observed instances where more than one channel opens at the same time. With potassium as the permeant ion, flicker closings were observed in 4 ± 1% (*n* = 11) of the events. With thallium as the permeant ion, ∼15 ± 2% (*n* = 10) of the openings contained at least one short flicker closing. These differences are statistically significant with a P value \<0.0001. This detection of short-lived flicker states indicates that there is more than one closed state that the channel can occupy under these conditions. While potassium is the permeating ion, a larger proportion of longer open times is detected than when thallium is the permeating ion. Also, even though there is a decrease in the number of longer-lived opening events with thallium, there is an increase in the number of short flicker closings. The detected open times may be longer with potassium for two reasons: the open state may be more stable or the lifetimes of the flicker events may be too short to be detected, causing the openings to appear unnaturally longer. To qualitatively address these questions, lifetimes of the brief closed events were tallied for both conditions. The average detected closed flicker time did not significantly differ between permeant potassium (92 ± 13 μs, *n* = 11) and permeant thallium (89 ± 11 μs, *n* = 10), by ANOVA, P = 0.9992. Because of the large number of undetected events, these results are not conclusive. However, this does provide evidence that the flicker closings exist at very low opening probability and do not require calcium binding or voltage sensor activation. It is possible that much of the 20% difference in mean open times between thallium and potassium conditions is a result of the increased occurrence of flicker closings. The actual flicker closed state is itself not altered by thallium, only the chance of entering it from the open state.

Increase of Flicker by Thallium at High Opening Probability
-----------------------------------------------------------

To test further whether thallium is altering the stability of the flicker state, data was collected at higher opening probability. At 300 μM internal calcium and voltages \>50 mV, the channel is maximally open while potassium or thallium is permeating.

At very high opening probabilities, the dwell time histogram for the closed conductance level is dominated by a large number of flicker closing events ([@bib58]). If permeating thallium is only altering the probability of the channel to enter the flicker state from the open state, and not actually altering the ability of the channel to leave the flicker state, then no change would be expected in the closed time histograms under these conditions. To test this hypothesis, currents were recorded in patches with external potassium solutions and either internal potassium or thallium. [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"} shows the dwell time histograms for a patch recorded at +50 and +70 mV with either potassium or thallium in the internal solution. The open dwell-time histograms are shifted to shorter lifetimes when thallium is the permeating ion. For potassium, the average open dwell-time was between 2.5 and 3.0 ms. For thallium, the average open dwell-time was reduced to ∼1.0--1.5 ms. There were no detectable differences in the closed dwell-time distributions for permeating thallium and permeating potassium for all seven of the patches examined.

![Duration histograms from one patch with either internal potassium (black bars) or internal thallium (gray bars) solutions. Potassium solutions were in the pipette.](jgp1270557f13){#fig13}

These results support the theory that thallium is enhancing the probability that the channel will enter a short-lived flicker state once it is in an open state. The stability of the flicker state itself is not apparently affected by permeating thallium because the closed lifetimes are not apparently different. Can the flicker state access the closed state? If the flicker state can only be accessed via the open state, then it would be predicted that the total open time per burst would be unchanged between potassium and thallium. The mean open time, the number of openings per burst and the mean total open time per burst were compared between currents with permeating potassium (*n* = 3--6) and thallium (*n* = 4--6) ([Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}).

![Results of further single channel analysis at high P~o~. (A) The mean open duration for currents with potassium as the permeating ion (black squares) or thallium as the permeating ion (gray circles). (B) The mean number of openings per burst for the two conditions. (C) The mean open time per burst for the two conditions. This value is the product of the mean open time and the number of openings per burst for each patch.](jgp1270557f14){#fig14}

The mean open time decreased with thallium permeation from +30 to +90 mV ([Fig. 14 A](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}). The number of openings per burst also increased, indicating an increase in the number of short flicker closings between openings ([Fig. 14 B](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}). The mean total open time per burst, the product of the mean open time and number of openings per burst, slightly decreased when thallium was the permeant ion ([Fig. 14 C](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting a possible pathway between the flicker state and the long-lived closed state. However, such a pathway has not been conclusively proven in this experiment; the difference between the thallium and potassium data is not very substantial. Extensive single channel analyses have shown that BK single channel kinetics require multiple open and closed states to account for the data ([@bib4]; [@bib54]; [@bib58]); thus, this complex kinetic behavior may mask the effect of thallium on the stability of the open state with this measurement.

DISCUSSION
==========

Thallium affected gating of the BK channel in two ways: thallium on the external face of the channel alters the voltage sensitivity of the channel as evidenced by the decrease in the slope of the GV curve; and thallium as the permeating ion alters the opening and closing transition as evidenced by the parallel shift in the GV curve and also increases the number of single channel flicker events. Calcium activation of the channel was not altered in either condition.

External Effect of Thallium
---------------------------

External thallium was found to decrease the slope of the GV curve. This external effect was independent of the permeating ion. This was analyzed by fitting GV, NP~O~ vs. voltage, and log P~O~ vs. voltage plots with the coupled allosteric model. The parameters representing the equilibrium for voltage sensor activation in the closed channel (V~hC~) had to be adjusted to account for the changes in gating induced by thallium. Additionally, the allosteric factor that describes enhanced opening by voltage sensor activation (D) also had to be adjusted, as well as the equilibrium between the closed and open states (L). A mechanistic interpretation of these modeling results would be that external thallium inhibits motion of the voltage sensor for the closed and the open channel and/or inhibits the voltage sensors from enhancing the opening of the channel. It was also possible to account for all of the external thallium effects by changing the closed--open equilibrium (L) and its voltage dependence (Q). The deactivation time constants did not increase at negative potentials, nor was there a change in the slope of NP~O~ at very low probabilities. Both of these results are incompatible with a change in Q. We therefore favor the former interpretation.

In BK channels, neutralization of the aspartic acid in the GYGD signature sequence had dramatic effects on the voltage gating of the channels. The activation curves of the channel were shifted by ∼20 mV to more depolarized potentials ([@bib19]). It was concluded from gating current measurements that the voltage sensors are not affected, but that the voltage sensitivity of the concerted allosteric opening transition is reduced. The authors state that the neutralization of this residue reduces the stability of the open state ([@bib19]). Perhaps external thallium is inducing a similar destabilizing effect on the external face of the selectivity filter.

External ions have been found to alter the voltage gating in *Shaker*, K~V~1.5, and K~V~2.1 channels. For *Shaker*, external barium was found to increase the rate of off gating currents ([@bib26]). It was concluded that barium binding in the selectivity filter destabilized the open state and enhanced closing ([@bib26]). Similar results were seen with K~V~1.5, where extracellular cesium and rubidium accelerated the off gating currents ([@bib59]). For K~V~2.1, the on gating currents were increased with the presence of permeating ions ([@bib12]). For all of these cases, external ions alter the stability of the open state. External thallium may be acting through a similar mechanism.

Consiglio and Korn ([@bib11]; [@bib12]) proposed that the outer vestibule of the selectivity filter is only a few angstroms away from the voltage sensor. They stated that possible conformational changes in the selectivity filter could allosterically translate to the S4 and impede activation or deactivation. This theory can also be applied to the effect of external thallium. Because thallium is much more electronegative than potassium, it is possible for it to form stronger interactions with backbone carbonyl oxygens, or side chains in the outer vestibule of the selectivity filter. These interactions may be altering the structure, and hence altering the voltage activation of the channel. Such a close interaction between the voltage sensors and the external vestibule, however, would be incompatible with the published structure of Kv1.2 ([@bib34], [@bib35]); however, it is conceivable that they are closer in different gating states.

Permeating Effect of Thallium
-----------------------------

Permeating thallium caused a parallel shift in the GV curve for macroscopic currents. The time course of deactivation was also decreased. At the single channel level, permeating thallium increased the number of short flicker events. Qualitatively, all of these results indicate that the open state of the channel is destabilized by thallium. The coupled allosteric model could account for the change in kinetics if the parameter representing the equilibrium between the closed and open states, L, was adjusted. Single channel analysis revealed that permeating thallium decreased the mean open time and increased the presence of flicker closings at very low and at very high opening probability. This change in the single channel kinetics can also be accounted for by altering L. Substantial changes in the other model parameters were not compatible with all of the experimental effects of permeating thallium on channel gating. We are confident that permeating thallium alters the gating behavior of BK channels by altering the allosteric opening and closing of the channel (L), and minimally affects the other gating properties of the channel such as calcium and voltage activation.

Relating Changes in Flicker to the Macroscopic Results
------------------------------------------------------

We have found that permeating thallium increases the incidence of flicker at very low and at very high open probabilities. When the channels are maximally activated, the vast majority of closing events with permeating thallium are to the flicker state. Just as the GV curves were shifted by increasing mole fractions of thallium, the mean open time and flicker incidence also showed dependence on the mole fraction of thallium. The mean open time decreased and the number of openings per burst increased with increasing thallium. Additionally, the overall concentration of permeating thallium tended to shift the GV (i.e., alter L) as well as increase the flicker at the single channel level. The similar concentration and mole fraction ranges for the GV shift and the flicker suggest that they may be due to the same processes.

Accommodation of Flicker into the Coupled Allosteric Model
----------------------------------------------------------

An additional closed state separate from the activation pathway is required to adequately describe the flicker state ([@bib56]). To account for the flicker as well as the shift in the GV curve, we have added a single additional state, F, to the opening transition in [Scheme 1](#sc1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, representing the short closed flicker events. Thallium increased the number of flicker events without altering the average lifetime of the detected closed state dwell times. This can be accounted for if thallium increases the transition rate from the open to the flicker state. [Scheme 2](#sc2){ref-type="disp-formula"} would be capable of accounting for the flicker at low and high open probabilities as well as the slowed deactivation rate in the presence of thallium.

[Scheme 2](#sc2){ref-type="disp-formula"} provides an alternative pathway for the channel to get from the closed to open conformation. If thallium increases the open to flicker transition (as required by the decrease in open duration), and if the channel can close from the flicker state (as suggested by the data in [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}), then permeating thallium is decreasing the stability of the closed state relative to the open state. To test this hypothesis, [Scheme 3](#sc3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, an expanded form of [Scheme 2](#sc2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, was used to simulate macroscopic currents. For these simulations, the calcium concentration was held at zero. Rate constants were constrained so that the voltage activation, D, would enhance the transition from closed to open by the same factor regardless of pathway. [Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} shows a GV curve from simulated currents as well as the decrease in activation and deactivation rates. [Table III](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} lists the values of the parameters used for the simulation.

###### 

[Scheme 3](#sc3){ref-type="disp-formula"} Kinetic Parameters

  Parameters                                 Permeating K^+^   Permeating Tl^+^   Parameters                                Permeating K^+^   Permeating Tl^+^
  ------------------------------------------ ----------------- ------------------ ----------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------
                                             *s* ^−*1*^        *s* ^−*1*^                                                   *s* ^−*1*^        *s* ^−*1*^
  α(0)[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}      1110              1110               *k1* [a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}    500               3000
  β(0)                                       32120             32120              *k2* [a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}    10000             10000
  δ~0~(0)[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.0074            0.003              *k3* [a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}    1400              571
  δ~1~(0)[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.126             0.0514             *k40* [a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.00014           0.00014
  δ~2~(0)[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   2.14              0.8743             *k41* [a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.004             0.0024
  δ~3~(0)[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   25.7              10.49              *k42* [a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.0405            0.0405
  δ~4~(0)[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   47.3              20.122             *k43* [a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.688             0.688
  γ~0~(0)                                    3700              3700               *k44* [a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   11.68             11.68
  γ~1~(0)                                    3700              3700               *z* ~α~                                   +0.275 *e*        +0.275 *e*
  γ~2~(0)                                    3700              3700               *z* ~β~                                   −0.275 *e*        −0.275 *e*
  γ~3~(0)                                    2610              2610               *z* ~δ~                                   +0.262 *e*        +0.262 *e*
  γ~4~(0)                                    295               295                *z* ~γ~                                   −0.138 *e*        −0.138 *e*

These rate constants were sufficient to characterize the kinetic behavior of the model with the following additional parameters: *D* = 17, $\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}f=\sqrt{D}\end{equation*}\end{document}$, L(0) = 8*e* ^−6^ = α/β, *V~hC~* = +150 mV.

![Simulated data with [Scheme 3](#sc3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. (A) GV curves calculated from currents simulated with [Scheme 3](#sc3){ref-type="disp-formula"} with parameters that can account for permeating potassium (black trace) and permeating thallium (gray trace). The kinetic effects of permeating thallium can be mimicked by enhancing the exit rates from the open state. All of the other rate constants are constrained by the model. (B) Simulated currents for permeating potassium (black trace) and thallium (gray traces) reveal that the activation rate is altered by an increase in the rate from going to the open state to the flicker state. (C) Similarly, deactivation rates are decreased by the increase in the open to flicker rate in simulated currents for permeating potassium (black trace) and thallium (gray trace).](jgp1270557f15){#fig15}

[Scheme 2](#sc2){ref-type="disp-formula"} can account for the behavior of these channels at very high and low opening probability. In this scheme, a nonconducting flicker state is accessible from both the closed and open states. The increase in flicker decreases the time the channel spends in the open state, and the connectivity of the model allows the channel to close from the flicker state, thereby reducing the overall opening probability even more. In this way, the activation curve of potassium channels is shifted to higher potentials.

A Proposed Molecular Mechanism for the Open State Destabilization by Permeating Thallium
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We propose that the flicker state seen in the single channel data corresponds to the low-K^+^ (collapsed) form of the selectivity filter seen in KcsA ([@bib63]; [@bib62]; [@bib31]). This is attractive for several reasons, based on parallels between our results on BK channels and studies of the thallium effects on structure and gating of KcsA. First of all, the equilibrium between the high K^+^ (conducting) structure and the collapsed structure of KcsA was affected by the permeant ion. In potassium and thallium solutions, the KcsA structure had two distinct and well-resolved structures at low and high concentrations of ions. There was a particular concentration for both potassium and thallium that the channel spent equal amounts of time in both structures, thus making the structure poorly resolved. For potassium solutions, this transition occurred at ∼20 mM; for thallium solutions the transition occurred at ∼80 mM ([@bib62]). Higher concentrations of thallium than potassium ions were required to stabilize the conducting form of the selectivity filter. In other words, at a given concentration of ion, the equilibrium between the two structures is shifted toward the collapsed state by thallium. It is important to emphasize that the selectivity filter was seen to only have two well-defined states ([@bib62]). There is no evidence that the selectivity filter is wobbly, or has stable intermediates of the two states, compatible with a transition between two conducting states, open and flicker.

Second, as in BK channels, permeating thallium alters the single channel gating of KcsA. The openings are shorter, and there is an increase in the number of flicker closings in each opening burst ([@bib30]). This change in single channel kinetics would be predicted from structural information. If thallium increases the stability of the collapsed form of the selectivity filter in the crystallized state, then it can also stabilize the collapsed form when the channel is in a lipid bilayer. With thallium, KcsA only has one open channel conductance level ([@bib30]). This would be expected for the sharp conformational change occurring between the conducting and collapsed states of the selectivity filter. If the selectivity filter had a myriad of conformations, then there would be a continuum of open channel conductances. However, just as expected from the crystal structure, there is only one conductance level.

Finally, as in BK channels, the occurrence of the flicker in the single KcsA channel data shows dependence on the concentration of thallium. In mole fraction experiments, the single channel behavior changed as the potassium was replaced by thallium. In experiments with only thallium in the internal solution and potassium in the external solution, the single channel behavior changed as thallium was increased. For both of these experiments, the single channel kinetics stopped changing at around 40--50 mM of thallium, approximately the same concentration we have observed for BK channels. The shift in the GV by internal thallium also follows a similar behavior. This concentration may be right where the concentration of thallium is just enough to destabilize the conducting high-K^+^ form.

The flicker observed with thallium solutions is present with potassium solutions and has been described and characterized multiple times ([@bib1]; [@bib39]; [@bib4]; [@bib41], [@bib42]; [@bib13]; [@bib14]; [@bib54], [@bib55]; [@bib50]; [@bib58]). To account for the flicker in single channel data, extra closed states out of the activation pathway are necessary ([@bib60]; [@bib54], [@bib55]). How much of a role does this potential selectivity filter conformational change play in the gating of the channel? As suggested by the two KcsA structures, the conformational change at the selectivity filter would not alter the structure of the channel outside of the selectivity filter. This also seems to apply to the two possible structures of the BK selectivity filter. Increasing the flicker with thallium had no effect on the calcium activation or the voltage activation of the channel. The decrease in the open duration can be accounted for by adding a flicker state, and not altering the opening or closing transitions. The gating mechanisms involving S6 motion and S4 motion are probably not significantly affected by the collapse of the selectivity filter.

Interestingly, rubidium consistently decreases the flicker in the single channel data for several potassium channels, including BK and KcsA ([@bib15]; [@bib44], [@bib45]; [@bib53]; [@bib8]; [@bib30]). Rubidium has a different occupancy in the selectivity filter because of its larger size. It occupies three sites in the selectivity filter instead of four, with two of the sites in slightly different places than the potassium binding sites. [@bib15] have proposed that rubidium occupancy stabilizes the open state. It may be doing this by preventing the collapse of the selectivity filter by occupying the space between site two and three. This is exactly the site where Gly77 occludes the pore in the collapsed structure ([@bib62]). The occupancy of thallium in the selectivity filter may be lower at that particular site, and would destabilize the conducting form of the selectivity filter.

Zhou and MacKinnon proposed that the high conduction rate of potassium channels is facilitated by the coupling of ion binding to a protein conformational change ([@bib62]). It is well accepted that ionic repulsion between ions contributes to the high flux of the selective pore; this is supported by the fact that more than one potassium can bind in the selectivity filter at one time ([@bib63]; [@bib62]). The conformational change undergone by the selectivity filter of KcsA may also enhance the conductance of the channel. If the energy required to stay in the conducting form comes from the free energy of ion binding, then permeating ions cannot bind as tightly, thus increasing conductance ([@bib63]). BK channels have the highest conductance of all potassium channels. If this mechanism is contributing to the high conductance rate of BK channels, then flicker would be a predicted side effect. In other words, it is possible that BK channels have a high conductance because of the two conformations in the selectivity filter. It has been demonstrated that electrostatic contributions from charged residues can contribute to the high conductance ([@bib5]; [@bib49]). However, even after these charges are neutralized, the conductance of these channels is still very large ([@bib5]; [@bib49]).Flicker closings are also seen in smaller-conductance channels such as *Shaker* ([@bib25]); however, these events are not nearly as prevalent as they are in larger conductance channels such as BK. Thus the large conductance of BK channels may due to the combination of electrostatic effects and selectivity filter destabilization.

It has been reported that internal TEA induces the collapse of the KcsA selectivity filter presumptively by preventing the selectivity filter from being occupied by ions ([@bib31]). The authors of this work propose that the conformation change induced by TEA binding is the equivalent of the slow inactivation conformational change observed with many voltage-activated potassium channels ([@bib31]). Is it possible that slow-type inactivation and single- channel flicker are due to the same conformational change in the selectivity filter? Permeating ions and the occupancy of sites in the selectivity filter are known to alter the properties of C-type inactivation ([@bib36]; [@bib2], [@bib3]; [@bib18]; [@bib51]; [@bib16]; [@bib52]). Although BK channels do not undergo C-type inactivation, this is an intriguing hypothesis.

Conclusion
----------

The effects of thallium on the gating of the BK channel reveal how possible conformational changes in the selectivity filter can effect the gating of the channel. With external thallium, these effects may be due to allosteric interactions with the voltage sensor. Permeating thallium was found to shift the activation curve and increase the flicker in single channel data. This may be caused by thallium stabilizing a collapsed state of the selectivity filter. The interaction between permeating ions and the collapsed state of the selectivity filter may be an important mechanism for conductance of BK channels.
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